Rethink mission critical, as a service
Secure cloud migration for your digital transformation journey

A Powerhouse
Partnership
Moving your mission-critical infrastructure to the cloud is one of the biggest
changes you can make. As long-term partners, Atos and Amazon Web

With the combined expertise of Atos and
AWS, you can release the pressure on your
existing resources, drive efficiencies, and
deliver transformation on your terms. It’s
time to rethink, without the risk.

Services (AWS) specialize in helping customers achieve rapid and risk-free
cloud migrations, no matter how complex their legacy infrastructure.
Together, Atos and AWS bring together the market-leading technology, a
deep understanding of legacy infrastructure, and the experience you need
to de-risk your cloud migration.

Accelerating Your Path to the Cloud with AWS
Mainframe Modernization

Datacenter Transformation
to Cloud

Manage, migrate, and modernize your mission critical

Reduce your reliance on physical servers and consolidate

environment to AWS microservices.

your estate.

Cloud Acceleration

Enabling SAP on AWS Cloud

Reduce the time to value with a range of innovative

Reduce complexity, increase the agility of your database

hybrid cloud solutions.

with our end-to-end managed service and 13,500+
dedicated SAP professionals.

Cloud Data Analytics
& AI/ML

Increased Application Agility

Drive insights-based decision making with data analytics

Tap into managed public cloud for virtualized workflows,

and use cloud-based AI/ML to drive evolutionary

deliver cloud-based application transformation and

improvements in business performance.

management, and unleash the potential of DevOps.

Increased Value from IoT

Enhanced Customer
Experience

Leverage core and peripheral AWS IoT services, and

Deliver a superior customer experience with Atos Digital

manage your IoT processes all the way from the edge to

Workplace, powered by Amazon Connect.

business outcome.
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Better Together: Atos and AWS

AWS in Action

Working together since 2013, Atos has a global network of 675+ AWS specialists,
and holds 1,100+ formal AWS certifications, and more than 3,700 AWS accreditations.
Together, we combine cutting edge cloud innovation with a deep understanding of the
legacy infrastructures of global enterprises– helping you achieve optimum results with

By consolidating and migrating more than half

minimal disruption.

of a leading healthcare technology company’s
servers to AWS, Atos helped it close 139 of its

Atos makes it easy to harness the huge potential of AWS’ tools and technologies.

200 datacenters and streamline its

We simplify your access to a comprehensive set of cloud capabilities. Where needed,

operations.

we can help you supplement AWS technologies with private cloud and converged
infrastructure to deliver the right result for your business.

Delivering an SAP upgrade, Oracle to HANA

“

“AWS is actively joining
forces with Atos to help our
enterprise customers move
from traditional legacy IT
infrastructure to modern
cloud platforms.”
Elie Girard, Atos CEO

Learn more about how we
can support you on your
modernization journey at
atos.net/cloud

migration, on-premise to AWS migration, and
AWS management services, Atos and AWS
minimized downtime for a global electronics
company.

Atos used Amazon Connect to transform a
major medical and health company’s support
services, and employed predictive analytics
to help detect the sentiment of customer calls.

